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NOTICE 
-Ht is hereby notified to 
all concerned thata 

registered Deed of 
Conveyance Being No. 

13177/1993 in the name 
of Late Jitendra Nath 

Dasgupta has been 
lost from the custody 

of his Grandson, Rahul 
Dasgupta, since 

16.07.2021.Presently 
R.R Developers is 

entering into a 

Development 
Agreement cum Power 

of the property. if 
anyone have any 

knoweledge or found 
the above lost Deed. 
or have any claim is 
requested to contact 

Narayan Chandra 
Sen at House No.79 
1/1, Kailash Ghosh 

Road, Kolkata-700008. 
Contact No. 9831100669 

Avra Sengupta| 
Advocate 

in Alipore Police Court 
Kolkata-700027 
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Bmail 
binodenarayansirngyaoo.co.in 
delistatesman@gnail.com 

9129,9212192123 

Emal: 
Newspapr un l4 May, 202 he abvenientivned trades are for the units as pet 

units ie: B1l Delh, Aii Ambala, Ait Anritaar, l aaaul, MH Palampur. MH Yol. SHO to those 
Aed), 172 MH, MH Jalanudhar, Mil Patiala, CH (WC), 167 MH, Army Hompital RR lndhar, Hq we 
Note: Abbreviation used UR:Uueserveud, sC Scheduled Caste. ST-Schedulet Teb oh, MH Shimla. 

delhistatesman@gmail.com 
Delhistatesman@gmallcom Dangaioreetnestatesmangroup.com 

NSURCHARGE: Kathmandu Rs. 2Eastern Reglon- Re. 1 
Tribes, OBC:Other Backward ste, EWS-2omcally Weuker Sectwn. 

davp 1060/I1/000225 
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